
Savate Foundations Syllabus
The London Savate Foundations syllabus ensures you have covered the basic techniques successfully. You can be assessed 

after your first 8-12 weeks. It is ideal preparation for moving to Blue Glove, the first grade.

1 I can organise myself in a guard I have one side forwards (shoulder, hip, knee, and foot).

I dip down a few centimetres from my usual height.

My heels rise off the floor by flexing my knees slightly.

My hands and arms are in an appropriate position to defend me.

2 I can move around maintaining a lead I can step left, right, forward, back whilst maintaining stance.

My front foot points towards my opponent’s centreline.

My feet are never too close nor too far apart.

I don’t square-up.

I am appropriately loose and bouncy.

3 I can do double fouetté médian without touching down I turn my support foot 180.

I am balanced.

I don’t have excessive muscle tension.

My heel comes back to my leg between the two kicks

My kicking trajectory is horizontal.

4 I can do straight/direct punches I hit at full arm extension.

I hit with my outside knuckle

I keep both shoulders high to defend my head.

My other hand does not drop.

5 I can do a chassé latéral bas I chamber first with knee high then strike with leg straight.

I flex my support knee to go low.

I target the thigh just above the knee (and no higher)

I hit with my heel, not the ball of my foot.

6 I can do a chassé frontal médian I do not kick in an upward arc.

I push through with my hips.

I kick without first shifting my feet.

I land at the accurate range and do not touch and then push.

7 I can do a revers figure (frontal or latéral) I strike with the sole or outer edge of the shoe

I am flexible enough to hit a target around my head height.

My trajectory is an arc and I do not perform an axe kick.

8 I can do a coup de pied bas My leg is straight, with minimal knee bend.

My head moves backwards, guard up.

I kick as though doing a through pass, striking base of shin.

9 I can do hooks (crochets) My weight is on the opposite leg.

I stop my glove at the target and don’t swing past it.

10 I can do uppercuts I use my thighs rather than my arm to generate the movement.

I aim around sternum or chin height.

I return to guard effectively afterwards.

11 I can defend with gloves and elbows My movements are small and timed to the attacks.

My guard stays tight to my head.

I am aware of the gaps in my guard and can close them.

12 I can defend actively using my palms I keep my hands close to my body.

My movement is timed to the attack and is not too wide or early.

I look at my opponent, not their attacking limb.


